Label fusion method combining pixel greyscale probability for brain MR segmentation.
Multi-atlas-based segmentation (MAS) methods have demonstrated superior performance in the field of automatic image segmentation, and label fusion is an important part of MAS methods. In this paper, we propose a label fusion method that incorporates pixel greyscale probability information. The proposed method combines the advantages of label fusion methods based on sparse representation (SRLF) and weighted voting methods using patch similarity weights (PSWV) and introduces pixel greyscale probability information to improve the segmentation accuracy. We apply the proposed method to the segmentation of deep brain tissues in challenging 3D brain MR images from publicly available IBSR datasets, including images of the thalamus, hippocampus, caudate, putamen, pallidum and amygdala. The experimental results show that the proposed method has higher segmentation accuracy and robustness than the related methods. Compared with the state-of-the-art methods, the proposed method obtains the best putamen, pallidum and amygdala segmentation results and hippocampus and caudate segmentation results that are similar to those of the comparison methods.